MONDAY, APRIL 29

**Behavioral Science**
Julian Zlatev, Harvard Business School
"Sending Signals: Strategic Displays of Warmth and Competence"
*Location: Harper C06*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/research/roman/events/workshops](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/research/roman/events/workshops)

**Macro/International Economics**
Esteban Rossi-Hansberg, University of Chicago
“Banks in Space”
*Location: Harper C10*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/macro-international-economics](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/macro-international-economics)

**Behavioral Economics**
Carey Morewedge, Boston University
“People See More of their Biases in Algorithms”
*Location: Harper C03*

Link to learn more: [https://sites.google.com/chicagobooth.edu/be-seminar/home](https://sites.google.com/chicagobooth.edu/be-seminar/home)

**Becker Applied Economics**
Evan Rose, University of Chicago
“How Replaceable is a Low-Wage Job?”
*Location: SHFE 146*

Link to learn more: [https://socialsciences.uchicago.edu/node/24441](https://socialsciences.uchicago.edu/node/24441)

TUESDAY, APRIL 30

**Operations/Management Science**
Devavrat Shah, MIT
Topic: TBA
*Location: Harper C10*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/operations-management-science](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/operations-management-science)

**Capital Theory Seminar**
Xiaoyang Li, The University of Chicago
“Industry Shakeouts after an Innovation Breakthrough”
*Location: SHFE 112*

**EPIC Lunch Series**
Ashton Pallottini and Thomas Bourany, University of Chicago Ph.D Students
“Onset of Offsets: The Limits to Social Signaling in Eco-friendliness” and “The Optimal Design of Climate Agreements: Inequality, Trade and Incentives for Climate Policy”
*Location: SHFE 021*

Link to learn more: [https://epic.uchicago.edu/?mc_cid=8d33be9a68&mc_eid=9b2ac365a8](https://epic.uchicago.edu/?mc_cid=8d33be9a68&mc_eid=9b2ac365a8)
Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics
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For the week of 4/26/24 – 5/3/24

Finance
Antoinette Schoar, MIT
"Anatomy of a Run: The Terra Luna Crash"
Location: Harper C03

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/finance

Public Policy & Economics Workshop
Brian Phelan, DePaul University
"The Labor Market Effects of Competing and Non-Competing High-Skill Immigrants: Evidence from College Majors"
Location: Harris School - Keller Center, Room 1022 and via Zoom

Link to learn more: https://harris.uchicago.edu/academics/design-your-path/workshops/public-policy-economics

Applications of Economics
Casey Mulligan, UChicago
"Difference-in-Differences in the Marketplace"
Location: SHFE 141

Link to learn more: https://economics.uchicago.edu/events/workshops/applications-of-economics-workshop

Economic Theory Joint with Applied Theory Workshop
Collin Raymond, Cornell University
"Risk and Monotone Comparative Statics without Independence"
Location: SHFE 112

Link to learn more: https://economics.uchicago.edu/events/workshops/economic-theory-joint-with-applied-theory-workshop

Law & Economics Workshop
Roberta Romano, Yale University
Location: University of Chicago Law School 1111 East 60th Street – Room F

Link to learn more: https://www.law.uchicago.edu/coase-sandor/workshop

Marketing Research
No Meeting

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1

Applied Economics
Amanda Pallais, Harvard University
"Social Disconnection and the Missing Market"
Location: Harper 3B

Link to learn more: https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/applied-economics

Money and Banking Workshop
Robert Barro, Harvard University
"Fiscal Influences on Inflation in OECD Countries, 2020-2022"
Location: SHFE 146

Link to learn more: https://economics.uchicago.edu/events/workshops/money-and-banking-workshop
Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics
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**Econometrics Workshop**
Hiroaki Kaido, Boston University
Topic: TBA
*Location: SHFE 112*

Link to learn more: [https://economics.uchicago.edu/events/workshops/econometrics-workshop](https://economics.uchicago.edu/events/workshops/econometrics-workshop)

**Finance Lunch Seminar**
No Meeting

**CEHD Workshop**
No Meeting

---

**THURSDAY, MAY 2**

**Health Economics Initiative 2024 Annual Conference**
Keynote Speaker: Amy Finkelstein, MIT
*Location: David Rubenstein Forum, 6th Floor*

Link to learn more (conference by invitation only): [https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/2024-health-economics-initiative-annual-conference/](https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/2024-health-economics-initiative-annual-conference/)

**International Trade Working Group**
Marcos Sora, UChicago
“Banks and the geography of capital within borders”
*Location: SHFE 247*

**Political Economy Workshop**
Gary Cox, Stanford University
"Inquisition and the decline of science in Spain" by Cox, GW and Figueroa, V.
*Location: Room 1022 – Harris Public Policy, Keller Center*

Link to learn more: [https://harris.uchicago.edu/academics/design-your-path/workshops/political-economy](https://harris.uchicago.edu/academics/design-your-path/workshops/political-economy)

**Demography Workshop**
Alisa Lewin, Haifa University
“Gendered life courses, inequality later in life, and working post retirement age
*Location: NORC Conference Room 232*

Link to learn more: [https://voices.uchicago.edu/popcenter/workshops/demography-workshop-2/](https://voices.uchicago.edu/popcenter/workshops/demography-workshop-2/)

**Econometrics & Statistics Colloquium**
Dave Blei, Columbia University
“Hierarchical Causal Models”
*Location: Harper 3B*

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/econometrics-and-statistics](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/econometrics-and-statistics)

**BFI Visitor Seminar**
Ariel Pakes, Harvard University
“Pharmaceutical Advertising in Dynamic Equilibrium”
*Location: SHFE 112*

**Accounting Research**
No Meeting
Health Economics
No Meeting

Microeconomics
No Meeting

FRIDAY, MAY 3

**Health Economics Initiative 2024 Annual Conference**
Keynote Speaker: Amy Finkelstein, MIT
Location: David Rubenstein Forum, 6th Floor

Link to learn more (conference by invitation only): [https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/2024-health-economics-initiative-annual-conference/](https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/2024-health-economics-initiative-annual-conference/)

**ECCHC Supply-side Economics in Healthcare Conference**
8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. CDT
Casey B. Mulligan, University of Chicago; Tomas J. Phillipson, University of Chicago; Alison Sexton Ward, USC Schaeffer Center; Moiz Bhai, University of Arkansas at Little Rock; Joseph Grogan, USC Schaeffer Center
Location: David Rubenstein Forum, 9th Floor / Peter May Boardroom


**The Inequality Workshop**
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. CDT
Lincoln Quillian, Northwestern University
“Digital Redlining in College Recruitment”
Location: Social Sciences Research Building, Tea Room

Link to learn more: [https://web.event.com/event/1952cd26-dfeaa-4a0e-9efa-1db442e4f87b/summary?_hsenc=p2ANqtz--rLppLyR-WSIYQQEElkK7e9gYM-23I_zCIdsz67QaWG9ovLkONs5VeLAkNvA9DaU14Sj5Ofqax6ik7fakK-PRzy_6uAxXQilK3vsWDqIM3emyQBE&utm_content=2&utm_medium=email&utm_source=hs_email](https://web.event.com/event/1952cd26-dfeaa-4a0e-9efa-1db442e4f87b/summary?_hsenc=p2ANqtz--rLppLyR-WSIYQQEElkK7e9gYM-23I_zCIdsz67QaWG9ovLkONs5VeLAkNvA9DaU14Sj5Ofqax6ik7fakK-PRzy_6uAxXQilK3vsWDqIM3emyQBE&utm_content=2&utm_medium=email&utm_source=hs_email)

**Banking**
12:00 – 1:10 p.m. CDT
Gregor Matvos, Kellogg
Topic: TBA
Location: Harper C02

Link to learn more: [https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/banking](https://www.chicagobooth.edu/faculty/research-workshops/banking)

**Development Lunch Workshop**
12:30 – 2:00 p.m. CDT
Nicholas Ryan, Yale University
“Adverse Selection in Carbon Offset Markets: Evidence from the Clean Development Mechanism in China”
Location: SHFE 021

Link to learn more: [https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/development-lunch-workshop-spring-2024/2024-03-22/](https://bfi.uchicago.edu/event/development-lunch-workshop-spring-2024/2024-03-22/)

The Kenneth C. Griffin Department of Economics Workshops & Events list is distributed to faculty and staff through the workshops & events Listserv, and to graduate students via email on Friday afternoons. If you have items for inclusion, please email to mheinl@uchicago.edu by 9:00 a.m. on Fridays.